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forward. The pamphlet, like the larger book, is worth reading, both for
the interest of some of the author's philosophical positions and for the
social aspiration that finds utterance in it. His doctrine might be
described as a new Averroism, if it were not that for the one active
Intellect he substitutes (apparently) a multitude of " immaterial in-
dividualities," from the union of which with different material organisms
human personalities result. Individuality (but not personality) is
eternal; and " sensibility " is the same in all men so far as they are
rational. An eternal impersonal justice is supreme in the universe, and
is realised in the succession of lives of each individual soul. As soon as
the existence of this impersonal moral order is generally recognised, the
society that ought to be will actually exist. Hitherto only two kinds of
social order have existed—the theocratic order based on " divine right "•
and maintained by the prohibition of free inquiry into its grounds, and
the political order based on naked force. The permanent social order-
will be founded on a common idea of right (which will be in effect
a religion), and no sovereignty will be recognised save that of Eeason.

La Philosophic de Lamennais. Par PAUL JANET, Membre de l'lnstitut, &c.
Paris : F. Alcan, 1890. Pp. 157.

An interesting study, in three chapters, of the mental history of one
whom the author goes rather far in describing as "un personnage unique
dans notre siecle," but who certainly in a peculiarly forceful and dra-
matic manner affords the spectacle of a complete revolution of spirit at
a time of life when ideas and purposes are apt to be fixed beyond the
possibility of radical change. The study is called forth by the recent
publication of a third volume of Lamennais' correspondence, following
now upon two others which had been issued by direction of the strenuous
man himself (d. 1854). He is viewed successively as the theologian and
theocrat of the Essai sur V indifference en matihe de religion (1817) ; as the
political liberal of the Progrh de la revolution (1829) and of the short-lived
newspaper I'Avenir (from 1830), who passed, after the papal condemnation
(1833), into the revolutionary seer of the Paroles d'un croijant (1834) and
later pieces of less powerful rhetoric; finally as the speculative thinker
of the Ksquisse de philosophic (1841-6), in which he essayed an intellectual
construction not less systematic and far more essentially philosophical
than the contemporaneous achievement of Comte. Under the two aspects
of metaphysician and iesthetician, Prof. Janet brings the Lamennais of
the Esqvisse into striking and instructive relation with other philosophers
of the century whose speculative work has not, like his, been cast into the
shade by life-deeds of a more stirring cast. Interesting particulars are
given at the beginning of the little volume regarding the circumstances
in which Lamennais took his first communion as late as at the age of 22,
and clerical orders not till he was 34. They reveal a state of mind which,
while helping to explain the tense ecclesiasticism of the Essai sur I'iiidif-
fe'rence published within three years of his ordination, also makes less
surprising the volte-face of his mature age.

Essai sur Its Dannies imme'diates de la Conscience. Par HENRI BERGSOX,
Ancien eleve de l'Ecole normale supe'rieure, Professeur de Philo-
sophie au Colldge Kollin, Docteur es lettres. Paris : F. Alcan,
1889. Pp. viii., 183.

By an investigation of the distinction between the physical point of
view and the point of view of the immediate consciousness of mental
states, the author seeks to establish a conception of free-will. The error
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